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1. Introduction. One of the important properties of Shanks' e-transformation or its equivalent Wynn's e-algorithm is that it sums exactly converging series whose terms satisfy linear difference equations with constant coefficients (Shanks [8] , Wynn [9] ), i.e., if which is identical to e2n(Am) (Shanks [8] ).
The relations (1.4) can also be written as (1.7) A; = S-Z Mi+k. »'= 0,1,2,..., fe=i and these relations can be viewed as obtained by truncating the simple identity CO (1.8) Ai = S-Zai+k k=l and compensating for it by inserting some constant factors ßk,k = 1,2, . . . ,n. A generalization of this last idea for double series is presented in the following section.
It is shown that the general order Padé-type approximants for double power series [A/S]M of Levin [6] can be obtained by this method. Using some structural analysis of the method, it is then suggested that certain choices of the set A are preferable. In Section 3 it is shown that the same particular choices of A also follow from a direct where A,«,, = ai+, >f -at/ and A2auj = aiJ+, -aif.
The generalization of [^4/5] to TV-dimensional (/V-D) series and its application to power series is discussed in Section 4, and a numerical example with comparison to Chisholm approximants [2] is presented in Section 5. In the last section we study the generalization of Wynn's confluent e-algorithm and the G-transformation of Gray, Atchison, and McWilliams [4] to infinite double integrals. For both 2-D series and 2-D integrals we have found it necessary to assume that the 1-D case is satisfactorily solved.
2. General Order Approximations to 2-D Sums. We consider approximations to the sum of a converging double series 2~.=0 fl« by using a finite number of its terms. Let £2 denote the set of all ordered pairs of integers (i, j), referred to below as the lattice plane. Given a subset M of Í2, we define the complement M of M as m -n -m, For a chosen subset A of Í2 we have, in analogy to (1.8), the relations
{i,f)GSl-A To obtain finite order relations of the form (1.7), we assume that the remainder sums in (2.2) can be approximated by a linear combination of a finite number of their terms
where R is a finite set of r elements, R C n -A. We now choose another finite set 5 C n+ having s = r + 1 elements to obtain a system of s linear equations
for the unknowns {j3(y}/,. .^R and the approximation n' to Í2. The sets A, R, and S must be chosen so that the system (2.4) has a unique solution. For instance, at most one of the sets Rlm _", (m, n) E S can be empty; otherwise the matrix of equations (2.4) will have two dependent rows of the form (0,0,..., 0, 1).
For the case of a double power series, a¡.-= c¡fcly', systems of the type (2.4) generate the general order Pade-type approximants [-A/S]m=aur presented in [6] . We note that the notation used here is identical to that used in [6] apart from a slight change in the definition of the "translation" of a set in the lattice plane. An approximant [A/S]M is shown there to be a rational function with a numerator of rank A and a denominator of rank S such that its power series expansion agrees with the original power series on M, i.e., It is also shown there that the Chisholm approximants [2] can be obtained from relations of the form (2.4) where identical factors, ß(j = 0,y are taken for some selected pairs (/, /),(/', }')ER. Let us examine the structure of the system (2.4) in terms of geometrical patterns in the lattice plane Í2. n ~A_m _n is the remainder of the sum A_m _n, and the sum (ij)£R $ipi-m ,j-n consists of series terms with indices in R_m _n C n -A_m _". The geometrical structures of n -A_m _n and of R_m _n are unchanged for different im, n) E S apart from a translation. This however is not always true for £2+ -A_m _n and R +m _n, the sets which are actually active in (2.4) since a¡;-s 0 for (/, j) ^ Í2+. These sets might have different geometrical patterns in the lattice plane for different im, n) E S. For example, Chisholm fN N approximants can be obtained from (2.4) with A = {(/,;)| i, j<N},S= {(/, f) | 0 < i, j < A/} and R = M -A where M -{(.", f) | i + j < 2/V + 1} and with 02JV+ w>/ = 0/j2jv+i-/ Jox f = 1,2, . . . ,N(see [6] ). The set n+ -A_m __n is thus the quarter plane Í2+ taking away an iN -m) x (N -n) rectangle from its corner, and Rtm _" is mainly composed of two isosceles right triangles with legs of length N -m and N -n. Obviously, the structures of these sets are geometrically different for different (m,n) E S. In such a case the functional form assumed in (2.3) for the remainder sums Í2 -A_m _" differs for different (m, n) E S, and the system (2.4) is hence termed as a system with an irregular structure.
We claim that the irregularity in the structure pattern of the equations in the system (2. Here it is assumed that the remainder 2J1Í+, c¡x' can be approximated by a linear combination of the first n terms in it, cj+xx'+1, cj+2x'+2, . . . , ci+nxl+n. The structure of the system (2.6) is irregular whenever m -n < 0, and the worst case is m = 0 where in each equation in (2.6) the same remainder is represented by a different algebraic form. The resulting approximation for m = 0 is the [0/n] Padé approximant which is usually not better than the [n/Q] approximant which is simply the partial sum An(x). On the other hand, the [n/n] approximant which is usually the most efficient one is derived from a system of equations with a regular structure. This system, i.e. (2.6) with m = n, is actually the higher order system with a regular structure pattern which can be obtained using only 2n + 1 terms of the power series.
In the 2-D case it is obvious that any choice of A such that A+ is finite yields a system of equations in which each equation is of a different geometrical structure. Yet Chisholm approximants are known to be quite efficient and they possess some important properties; see [2] . In terms of the above discussion we can argue that in the systems of equations (2.4), which generate Chisholm approximants, there are still subsets of equations in which the structure is fully or partially preserved in certain directions in the lattice plane. However, more efficient approximants are expected to be obtained by choosing the sets A, R, and S so that the structure of the sets n+ -A_m _n and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use of R_m _n in the lattice plane is unchanged for all (m, n) E S. This is equivalent to demanding that n~A_m _n C Í2+ V(m, n)ES since/?_m _"EA_m . Foragiven S C n+, the smaller set A satisfying the above property is the three-quarter lattice plane (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) A= {(i,/) |i </ or/ </}, where / = rnax^. ^es í and / = max^-^GiS /.
In the following section we present another motivation for choosing A of the form (2.7) which also clarifies the significance of the classes R and S. If n = £~/=0 a¡j < °° then, in analogy to (1.3), it can be shown that for M > I and N>J,
2) is an explicit expression for the double infinite sum 12 of a series whose terms satisfy the given linear relation (3.1). In order to use this expression one has to find the coefficients ak[ in (3.1) and that can, in general, be done by matching a relation of the form (3.1) to a given finite number of series' terms. However, one also has to evaluate the infinite 1-D sums appearing in the expression (3.2), the same infinite sums as those resulting from the discussion in the previous section. In the following theorem we present the definition of the suggested approximations to double infinite sums and link together both motivations to it, the one just described and the one presented in Section 2.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a subset of n+ having s elements and being "full- Since 5 is "full-ranked", we can operate with AkA2 on (3.7) to get (3.8) A*4^_fc>_, = -E ßifAkiA2<*i-k,j-i, (k,í)GT.
(¿,/)ej? Let {afe/}(k;AG7-satisfy (3.6), then, multiplying (3.8) by akl and summing over all (it, l) ET, we obtain (3.9) Z <*klAkA2A_kt_, = -Z a*/ Z fyA*4Äf_fc>/_,.
(fc,/)er (fc,/)er (i,/)efi Interchanging the order of summation, using (3.5) in the right-hand side of (3.9), and using the equalities From the motivation of [A/S]R via recursion relation, it is clear that the choice of the set R has no conceptual significance. Also the restriction R C n+ -A, stated in Section 2, can be reduced; R should only be chosen so that the matrix of the system (3.5) is full and nonsingular. It is of course preferred to use an R with which the number of series terms taking part in (3.5) is the minimal.
The two motivations, the structural considerations in the lattice plane, and the recursion relation assumption led us to the inevitable conclusion that, in order to obtain efficient approximations to the sum of 2-D series, the 1-D series which constitute the above partial sum A should be computed, or well approximated. he previous lattice plane terminology will also be used for subsets in the N-D lattice space, its adaptation being evident. To simplify the notation, we introduce the vector notation !-(<"/"..., iN), a, = a and also ûj_k = \-kvl%-lc1^.jiIf-ktl and x1 = xj»jcj» ■ ■ ■ x'ff. in the domain of convergence D of its power series expansion at x = 0, /(x) = 2^ien+ qx', provided that the subset R is chosen such that the system (4.6) has a unique solution. In (4.7) we assume that the numerator and the denominator have no common factor and we denote them by P(x) and Q(x) respectively. The functions {g¡j}f= i ¡Jö can be any functions of N -1 variables analytic at the origin.
Proof Multiplying (4.7) by ß(x) and comparing the coefficients of the monomials x1 in both sides, we get sented by Bose and Basu [1] , and this procedure can be applied for our case as well.
However, we have used direct computation by LU decomposition, which is accurate and fast enough for the low order approximations that we tested and of course is much simpler to program.
In Table 5 rrf(x,y)dxdy= Z a^-'b^fi^b)
Proof. The result follows by using representation (6.4) for the integrand and performing integration by parts. 
J a+jAt fc=l
The relations (6.10) can be viewed as originating from the assumption that /satisfies m (6.11) f(t)= Z qkAk-lf(t), t>0. 
